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Abstract
Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a ba-001
sic NLP task and finds major applications002
in conversational and search systems. It003
helps us identify key entities in a sen-004
tence useful for the downstream applica-005
tion. NER or similar slot filling systems006
for popular languages have been heavily007
used in commercial applications. In this008
work, we focus on Marathi, an Indian lan-009
guage, spoken prominently by the people010
of Maharashtra state. Marathi is a low re-011
source language and still lacks useful NER012
resources. We present L3Cube-MahaNER,013
the first major gold standard named entity014
recognition dataset in Marathi. We also015
describe the manual annotation guidelines016
followed during the process. In the end,017
we also benchmark the dataset on differ-018
ent CNN, LSTM, and Transformer based019
models.020

1 Introduction021

A principal technique of information extrac-022

tion is Named Entity Recognition. It is an023

integral part of natural language processing024

systems. The technique involves the identi-025

fication and categorisation of the named en-026

tity. These categories include entities like peo-027

ple’s names, locations, numerical values and028

temporal values. NER has a myriad of appli-029

cations like customer service, text summariza-030

tion etc. Through the years, a large amount of031

work has been done for Named Entity Recog-032

nition in the English language. Through the033

years, a large amount of work has been done034

for NER in the English language. The work is035

very mature and the functionality comes out036

of the box with NLP libraries like NLTK(Bird037

et al., 2009) and spacy(Honnibal and Montani,038

2017). In contrast, limited work is done in the039

Indic languages like Hindi and Marathi. (Patil040

et al., 2016) addresses the problems faced by041

Indian languages like the presence of abbrevia- 042

tions, ambiguities in named entity categories, 043

different dialects, spelling variations and the 044

presence of foreign words. (Shah, 2016) elabo- 045

rates on these issues along with others like the 046

lack of well-annotated data, fewer resources 047

and tools etc. Furthermore, the existing re- 048

sources for NER in Marathi like the released 049

by (Murthy et al., 2018) titled IIT Bombay 050

Marathi NER Corpus has various limitations 051

like the presence of foreign language words and 052

the existence of about 39 percent of sentences 053

with O tags only. Apart from that, many 054

datasets aren’t available publicly or contain 055

fewer sample sentences. 056

In this paper, we present our dataset 057

L3Cube-MahaNER. This dataset has been 058

compiled in-house at L3Cube. It is the largest 059

publicly available dataset for Marathi NER. 060

We have annotated the dataset manually in or- 061

der to contribute to the resources available for 062

NER on Marathi. It contains 25,000 manually 063

tagged sentences categorized according to the 064

entity classes. These entities annotated in the 065

dataset include names of locations, organiza- 066

tions, people and numeric quantities like time, 067

measure and other entities like dates and des- 068

ignations. The paper also depicts the dataset 069

statistics and the guidelines that have been fol- 070

lowed while tagging these sentences. 071

In this paper, we also present the re- 072

sults of deep-learning models like CNN, 073

LSTM, BiLSTM transformers like mBERT, 074

IndicBert(Kakwani et al., 2020), xlm- 075

Roberta, Roberta-Marathi, MahaBERT, 076

MahaROBERTa, MahaALBERTA and 077

character-based models that have been 078

trained on the L3Cube-MahaNER dataset. 079

We experiment on all major multi-lingual 080

and Marathi BERT models to establish a 081

benchmark for future comparisons. 082
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2 Related Work083

Named Entity Recognition is a concept that084

originated at the Message Understanding Con-085

ferences (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996) in086

1995. Machine learning techniques and linguis-087

tic techniques were the two major techniques088

used to perform NER. Handmade rules (Ab-089

dallah et al., 2012) developed by experienced090

linguists were used in the linguistic techniques.091

These systems, which included gazetteers, dic-092

tionaries, and lexicalized grammar, demon-093

strated good accuracy levels in English. How-094

ever, these strategies had the disadvantage of095

being difficult to transfer to other languages096

or professions. Decision Trees (Paliouras et al.,097

2000), Conditional Random Field, Maximum098

Entropy Model (Bender et al., 2003), Hid-099

den Markov Model, Support Vector Machine100

were included in machine learning techniques.101

To attain better competence, these supervised102

learning algorithms make use of massive vol-103

umes of NE annotated data.104

A comparative study by training the mod-105

els on the same data using Support Vec-106

tor Machine (SVM) and Conditional Random107

Field(CRF) was carried out by (Krishnarao108

et al., 2009). It was concluded that the CRF109

model was superior. A more effective hy-110

brid system consisting of the Hidden Markov111

Model, a combination of handmade rules and112

MaxEnt was introduced by (Srihari, 2000) for113

performing NER. Deep learning models were114

then utilized to complete the NER problem115

as technology progressed.Convolutional Neu-116

ral Network (CNN) (Albawi et al., 2017),117

Long-Short Time Memory(LSTM) (Hochre-118

iter and Schmidhuber, 1997), Bi-directional119

Long-Short Time Memory(BiLSTM) (Yang120

and Xu, 2020), Transformers were among the121

most popular models.122

NER for Indian languages is a compara-123

tively difficult task due to a lack of capital-124

ization, spelling variances, and uncertainty in125

the meaning of words. The structure of the126

language is likewise difficult to grasp. Fur-127

thermore, the lack of a well-ordered labelled128

dataset makes advanced approaches such as129

deep learning methods difficult to deploy.130

(Bhattacharjee et al., 2019) has described var-131

ious problems faced while implementing NER132

for Indian languages.133

(Murthy et al., 2018) in 2018 introduced 134

Marathi annotated dataset named IIT Bom- 135

bay Marathi NER Corpus for Named En- 136

tity Recognition consisting of 5591 sentences 137

and X tags. They considered 3 main cat- 138

egories named Location, Person, Organiza- 139

tion for training character-based model on the 140

dataset. They made use of multilingual learn- 141

ing to jointly train models for multiple lan- 142

guages, which in turn helps in improving the 143

NER performance of one of the languages. 144

(Pan et al., 2017) in 2017 released a dataset 145

named WikiAnn NER Corpus consisting of 146

14,978 sentences and 3 tags labelled namely 147

Organization, Person and Location. It is 148

a however a silver-standard dataset for 282 149

different languages including Marathi. This 150

project aims to create a cross-lingual name 151

tagging and linking framework for Wikipedia’s 152

282 languages. 153

3 Compilation of dataset 154

3.1 Data Collection 155

Our dataset consists of 25,000 sentences in the 156

Marathi language. We have used the base sen- 157

tences from the L3Cube-MahaCorpus, which 158

is a monolingual Marathi dataset created in- 159

house by L3Cube. 160

The sentences in the dataset are in the 161

Marathi language with minimal appearance of 162

English words and numerics as present in the 163

original news. However, while annotating the 164

dataset, these English words have not been 165

considered as a part of the named entity cate- 166

gories. Furthermore, the dataset does not pre- 167

serve the context of the news, such as the pub- 168

licating profiles, regions, and so on. 169

3.2 Dataset Annotation 170

We have manually tagged the entire dataset 171

into eight named entity classes. These classes 172

include Person (NEP), Location(NEL), Orga- 173

nization(NEO), Measure(NEM), Time(NETI), 174

Date(NED), and Designation(ED). While tag- 175

ging the sentences, we established an annota- 176

tion guideline to ensure consistency. Firstly, 177

the sentences were relieved of any contex- 178

tual associations. Then, the approach for the 179

contents of the named entity classes was de- 180

cided as follows. Proper nouns involving per- 181

sons’ names are tagged as NEP and places 182
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are tagged as NEL. All kinds of organizations183

like companies, councils, political parties and184

government departments are tagged as NEO.185

Numeric quantities of all kinds are tagged as186

NEM with respect to the context. Further-187

more, temporal values like time are tagged as188

NETI and dates are tagged as NED. Apart189

from that, individual titles and designations,190

which precede proper nouns in the sentences191

are tagged as ED. Despite maintaining these192

guidelines, some entities had ambiguous mean-193

ings and were difficult to tag. In these cir-194

cumstances, we resolved the intricacies unani-195

mously.196

3.3 Dataset Statistics197

Dataset Sentence Count Tag Count
Train 21500 26502
Test 2000 2424
Tune 1500 1800

Table 1: Count of sentences and tags in the
dataset.

Tags Train Test Tune
NEM 7263 651 512
NEP 6856 594 450
NEL 4946 450 321
NEO 3476 324 227
NED 2363 240 174
ED 934 90 70
NETI 569 58 39

Table 2: Count of individual tags of L3Cube-
MahaNER.

For more clarity, some example sentences with198

tagged entities are mentioned in Table 4.199

4 Experimental Techniques200

4.1 Model Architectures201

In deep learning, the models are trained using202

large datasets consisting of labeled data and203

neural network topologies that learn features204

from the data effectively, without the need205

for feature extraction to be done manually.206

Similarly, the transformer aims to address207

sequence-to-sequence problems while also208

resolving long-range relationships in natural209

language processing. The transformer model210

contains a ”self attention” mechanism that 211

examines the relationship between all of the 212

words in a phrase. It provides differential 213

weightings to indicate which phrase compo- 214

nents are most significant in determining how 215

a word should be read. Thus the transformer 216

identifies the context that assigns each word 217

in the sentence its meaning. The training 218

time also is lowered as the feature enhances 219

parallelization. 220

221

CNN: A single 1D convolution is used 222

to pass 300-dimensional word embeddings. 223

These embeddings are fed into a Conv1D 224

layer having 512 filters. A single dense layer 225

of size 8 is subjected as output each time. 226

The activation function used is relu. All the 227

models have the same optimizer and loss 228

functions. The optimizer used is RMSPROP. 229

We have experimented with Indic fastText 230

embeddings[a] and embedding layers with 231

random initializations. 232

233

LSTM: We have used a basic LSTM 234

model in which we have passed the word 235

embeddings of 300 dimensions. Along with 236

that, a single Bi-Lstm having 512 hidden 237

units is used. A single dense layer of size 8 is 238

subjected as output each time. Additionally, 239

experiments using embeddings mentioned in 240

the CNN section are also performed. 241

242

BiLSTM: It is analogous to the CNN 243

model with the single 1D convolution substi- 244

tuted by a Bi-LSTM layer. An embedding 245

vector of dimension 300 is used in this model. 246

Along with that, a batch size of 16 is used. 247

Additionally, the experiments performed with 248

the embeddings in the previous section are 249

executed here as well. 250

251

BERT: BERT(Devlin et al., 2019) is a 252

Google-developed transformer-based ap- 253

proach for NLP pre-training that was inspired 254

by pre-training contextual representations. 255

It’s a deep bidirectional model, which means 256

it’s trained on both sides of a token’s context. 257

BERT’s most notable feature is that it can be 258

fine-tuned by adding a few output layers. 259

260

261
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Model F1 Precision Recall Accuracy
mBERT 85.3 82.83 97.94 96.92
Indic BERT 86.56 85.86 87.27 97.15
Xlm-Roberta 85.69 84.21 87.22 97.07
Roberta-Marathi 83.86 82.22 85.57 96.92
MahaBERT 86.80 84.62 89.09 97.15
MahaRoBERTa 86.60 84.30 89.04 97.24
MahaAlBERT 85.96 84.32 87.66 97.32
CNN 79.5 82.1 77.4 97.28
LSTM 74.9 84.1 68.5 94.89
BILSTM 80.4 83.3 77.6 94.99

Table 3: F1 score(macro), precision and recall of various transformer and normal models using the
Marathi dataset.

mBert: mBERT(Pires et al., 2019), which262

stands for multilingual BERT, is the next step263

in constructing models that understand the264

meaning of words in context. A deep learn-265

ing model was built on 104 languages by con-266

currently encoding all of their information on267

mBERT.268

ALBERT: ALBERT(Lan et al., 2020)269

is a transformer design based on BERT270

that requires many less parameters than the271

current state-of-the-art model BERT. These272

models can train around 1.7 times quicker273

than BERT models and have greater data274

throughput than BERT models. IndicBERT275

is a multilingual ALBERT model that in-276

cludes 12 main Indian languages and was277

trained on large-scale datasets. Many public278

models, such as mBERT and XLM-R, have279

more parameters than IndicBERT, although280

the latter performs exceptionally well on a281

wide range of tasks.282

283

RoBERTa: RoBERTa(Liu et al., 2019)284

is an unsupervised transformers model that285

has been trained on a huge corpus of English286

data. This means it was trained exclusively287

on raw texts, with no human labelling, and288

then utilised an automated approach to289

generate labels and inputs from those texts.290

The multilingual model XLM-RoBERTa has291

been trained in 100 languages. Unlike certain292

XLM multilingual models, it does not require293

lang tensors to detect which language is being294

used. It can also deduce the correct language295

from the supplied ids.296

5 Results 297

In this study, we have experimented with vari- 298

ous model architectures like CNN, LSTM, BiL- 299

STM, and transformers like BERT, Roberta 300

to perform named entity recognition on our 301

dataset. This section presents the F1 scores at- 302

tained by training these models on our dataset. 303

These results have been reported in Table 304

3. Among the CNN and LSTM based mod- 305

els, the BiLSTM model with the trainable 306

word embeddings gives the best results on 307

the L3Cube-MahaNER dataset. Moreover, 308

the MahaBERT model, which has mBERT 309

as its base architecture, yields the best re- 310

sults amongst transformers. The LSTM and 311

the Roberta-Marathi models report the low- 312

est scores among all models. In general, the 313

monolingual Marathi BERT models based on 314

MahaBERT perform slightly better than their 315

multi-lingual counterparts. The results also 316

show the importance of using subword-based 317

approaches over word-based models. 318

6 Conclusion 319

In this paper, we hold forth to the problem 320

of scarcity of annotated corpora and hence 321

present L3Cube-MahaNER which is by far 322

the largest dataset for Marathi Named En- 323

tity recognition, containing 25000 distinct sen- 324

tences. We achieved results using deep learn- 325

ing models such as CNN, LSTM, BiLSTM, 326

and transformers in BERT as listed above, to 327

set the basis for future work. We observed the 328

highest scores on MahaBERT and BiLSTM for 329

our dataset. We believe that our corpus will 330
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Sentence Tag
कोलकाता आ ण द क्षण भारतातूनही
सुपारी नागपुरात येत

NEL O NEL NEL O NEL O

या हल्ल्यात काश्मीर पो लसांच्या एका
जवानाने तर सीआरपीएफच्या दोन
जवानांनी आपले प्राण गमावलेत

O O NEO NEO NEM O O
NEO NEM O O O O

दरम्यान राज्यातील सरकारच्या स्थ-ै
यार्वर नारायण राणे यांनी याआधीही
प्रश्न चन्ह उप स्थत केलं होतं

O O O O NEP NEP O O O O
O O

िवरोधी पक्षनेते देवेंद्र फडणवीस यां-
नीही हे सरकार अतं वरोधातून कोस-
ळेल असा दावा केला आहे

O ED NEP NEP O O O O O
O O O O

Table 4: Sample Tagged Sentences

play a pivotal role in expanding conversational331

AI for the Marathi Language.332
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